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These examples have been automatically selected and may
contain sensitive content that does not reflect the opinions or
policies of Collins, or its parent company HarperCollins. Some of
them are ...
Examples of 'carve' in a sentence
A WOMAN has revealed how her fiance proposed to her with a
piece of wood made into a ring - and trolls have slammed him as
being “too cheap” for a diamond. Anna Masiello, who posts
under @hero ...
My man proposed with a piece of wood made into a ring –
trolls say he was too cheap to get a diamond but they’re
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And I said to myself, ‘My God, it feels like a piece of wood.’ Two
days later I went to a radiology clinic for a mammogram. They
said, ‘We’ll call you back in a week’s time if we find ...
Just In Time: 'My God, it feels like a piece of wood'
The driver of the truck flagged down Tulsa Police and said that a
woman smashed their truck with a piece of wood. NAKED
WOMAN ARRESTED AFTER ATTACKING PICKUP On 4/29/2022 at
5:15 p.m., an Officer ...
Naked woman arrested after damaging pickup with piece
of lumber
A Turkish bulker captain has been rescued after three days in
the sea following a fall overboard off Bali. Erhan Seckal clung to
a piece of wood after being lost from Zodiac Maritime’s
178,000-dwt ...
Miraculous escape: Zodiac master survives fall overboard
by clinging to a piece of wood for three days
Here’s the math: The average 22-inch oak tree yields about one
full cord of wood, or around 600 pieces of split wood. Divided
into smaller bundles of six thick pieces and a few thin pieces of
...
Taking Down a Tree in Your Yard? Here Are 12 Things You
Can Do With the Wood
John R. Wood Properties has been a partner in the marketing and
sale of each home in The Enclave of Distinction. As the leader in
market share in Southwest Florida, John R. Wood Properties is a
...
How a beautiful piece of land becomes a neighborhood at
The Enclave of Distinction
Don’t underestimate the design potential of a basic folding lawn
chair. Yes, it may be utilitarian and nondescript, but this
ubiquitous piece of outdoor furniture can serve as a blank
canvas for ...
Transform a Cheap Lawn Chair Into a Piece of Art—Two
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Furniture Designers Show You How
This wood furniture is very easy to clean and maintain ... dining
room, home entertainment pieces, bedroom sets, office chairs,
bed frames, and much more for customers to choose from online
...
STOCKROOM Unveils A New Range of Wood furniture
Available in Various Finishes, Designs, Sizes, And Colors
For Customer Choice
The screen is a great example where you can see the wood, and
you can see that it’s old. The raw lumber aspect of what he does
is the beginning of how gutsy his pieces are,” says Netto.
Designer David Netto Cherishes This Wood Screen That
Looks Like "a Piece of History"
Among them are a video wall of 16 TV screens stitched together,
a $100,000 fireplace and a single-piece wood and steel helical
staircase that weighs 30,000 pounds. The builder, Ahmad
Khreshi, “milled ...
A Suburban Virginia Spec House That’s a Mix of UltraModern Features and Reclaimed Wood From the Property
"Crews arrived to find a HGV on its side up an embankment and
a van which had sustained significant damage in the collision
including a piece of wood through its windscreen. “The driver of
the ...
Driver's unbelievable escape after plank of wood
smashed through windscreen in extraordinary double
crash
As a subscriber, you have 10 gift articles to give each month.
Anyone can read what you share. By The New York Times This
article is part of our latest Design special report, about new
creative ...
A Panorama of Design
Lignum Lime is inspired by Edvard Koning's love of woodwork, as
well as modern computer technology, and is named after the
Latin translation of the word "wood". The new EK-Quantum ...
Instead, every ...
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